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DELIVERING TOTAL RELIABILITY
THROUGH INNOVATIVE ENGINEERING
AND ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES

Specialist designers, manufacturers and installers of
overhead travelling cranes, gantries, associated structural
steelwork and other lifting solutions, Granada Material
Handling have vast experience of working with a wide
range of industries including aerospace, automotive,
nuclear, pharmaceutical – and now the offshore sector.

Our Offshore Foundation Cranes have been specifically
developed to meet the demanding lifting requirements of
the latest generation of wind turbines.

All materials and components are certified for offshore use
and conform to BS EN 13852/Lloyd’s Register for Lifting
Appliances in a Marine Environment. Our paint system is to
ISO 12944 C5M or NORSOK M501 and our man-riding
emergency descent is to BS EN 50308. Standard safety
systems include automatic and manual overload protection
(AOPS and MOPS).

Unique hinge

Features of the Granada Foundation Crane include a 
unique hinge design (Patent Pending) that allows
maintenance of all parts to be undertaken from deck 
level and additional crane use during transition piece
commissioning works. This innovation completely rules 
out any need for working at heights.

World-class components

To ensure that all aspects of our Offshore Foundation
Cranes meet the most stringent standards, we have a policy
of sourcing components only from tried and tested
suppliers. Bearings, for instance, are from Thyssen Krupp,
winches from Demag and cable seals from Roxtec. 

As well as ensuring exceptional quality, suppliers of this
calibre provide us with a wealth of specialist advice and 
first-class product support for your project.

STANDARD SPECIFICATION

Winch unit including
AOPS and MOPS systems

Certified offshore
paint specification

SWL 650kg at Sea State 3
1300kg at Sea State 1

Manual slew drive
Full 360° rotation

Independent design verification available

IP 67 
cable seal

Base plate design to suit foundation
(transition piece or jacket)

AVAILABLE OPTIONS

> Different lift heights and radii
> Safe working loads up to 2000kgs
> Roxtec Cable Sealing Systems
> Full galvanising prior to paint application
> ‘Pro hub’ variable working load to lift speeds
> Testing and certification packages, on and offshore
> Offshore maintenance and service agreements
> Delivery worldwide

Stainless steel and nylon
components for durability

Thyssen Krupp bearings Pendant control of
all functions

Stainless steel and
nylon components

LATEST NEWS
164 Granada ‘Python’ Cranes to be used on RWE npower
Renewables’ 576MW Gwynt y Môr Offshore Wind Farm


